Double standard against some views!

THEResa’s double standard being embraced by some “TV stars” is quite

Oh, well, of COURSE we have a particular

It’s just fascinating how so-called "stars" pretend to be

Puckett’s flash attacks against drug use, drinking, smoking, alcohol use and other vices, even though

People should be allowed to advertise openly

And not everyone believes

In any way.

Bourdua - EVERY.EVERYTHING. Puckett's ads that accept advertising (like this one) would make millions of dollars and it's all consumerism that

This is the case.

Sure, but that's where the double standard comes in. Our state government is frustrated that

The reports would include all advertising

One of the first ads which is being heralded as

Wrong and absolutely wrong.

The ads are not only wrong but misleading. The ad already announced that

The reader is supposed to feel that the reader is supposed to feel

Now this is all well and good, since it’s difficult to

Fourth, people cannot exactly watch

Havin’ Fun

Havin’ Fun

Havin’ Fun

Havin’ Fun

Havin’ Fun

Havin’ Fun

I have a couple of charge accounts, which I try to keep

I do tend to check them before the due date, and I never charge more

But anyway, one thinks statistics is a big favorite

They are free, come with all the good things about

PICK A DOG - Feeding Furry Orphan Shelter Kitty.

Another lovely feature is that all the letters and correspondences

The store is decorated in such a manner

I jumped in and opened the notecard, typed on one line,

Puckett - Please remember that your pawn

Well, the other day after picking up my mail, I noticed a

As a woman, I usually don’t hesitate to look

I am reminded of a personal experience

The value in the sense of the word "value"

The fact that this is a "value"

If you’re looking for one of the best

Dear Editor:

On the other hand, I think it makes us

And if you can’t rent it, just wait
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HEAVEN IN AN LOWN COWPIE

BY IOWA ECKLER

FROM UNDER THE WILLOW

Letters from our Readers

Watch out for other travelers in these summer months!

Dear Editor,

The DRM isn’t as original as Roy Kinless. It has in it some
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This week's PIGEON DISTRICT LIBRARY CORNER

Circulation
Circulation for the month of July was 1,563. For one month, 245 children, 1,328 adults, 852 new patrons totaling 1,672 patrons.
A total of 3,672 books were checked out.

Summer Reading
Fourteen new readers were added in July, coming from ten different libraries.

Overdue Books
The overdue book fines were calculated at $2,567.50 and returned to the library.

Shakespeare Plays
The library will be holding a Shakespeare play every Saturday morning, starting at 10:00 a.m. The plays will be "Romeo and Juliet," "Hamlet," and "Macbeth."

Lake-Chandler News
Lake-Chandler News includes local events, community news, and upcoming library programs.

Make it easier for those you love.
It's smart to arrange your own funeral ahead of time. The way is a lot less complicated and easier for your family with Forethought Funeral Planning.

Forethought Funeral Planning is available through the funeral director listed below. For more information, please call the director at the number provided.

Sheltered Homes
Sheltered Homes provides care for elderly individuals in need of assistance.

V loneliness, anxiety, and depression.

Let Us, As A Community, Health Of Area Children Home Playing, An LOOK AND When You Let's Keep Children's Fun

STATE FARM INSURANCE
DAVE ANDERSON, AGEN
Phone: 453-3441

BAYPORT STATE BANK
MEMBER FDIC
Phone: 453-2020

PEOPLE'S CHOICE MKTS.
OPEN 24 HOURS
Phone: 453-2600

MUTUAL SAVINGS
DON'T DRINK & DRIVE
Phone: 453-2600

SHETLER PLUMBING AND HEATING
Phone: 453-3321, 269-0081, 671-55

CHAMPAGNE FUNERAL CHAPELS
PLEASE DRIVE SAFELY
Phone: 370-2500

JIM'S ELECTRIC
DON'T DRINK & DRIVE
Phone: 453-2750

McINTYRE INSURANCE AGENCY
"B" N. CASELA ROAD
Phone: 453-3125

LEGACY MANUFACTURING
DRIVE WITH CARE!
Phone: 453-3141

PIONEER MANUFACTURING
Phone: 517-453-2324

Forethought Life Insurance
Serving The Western Communities Of Michigan
ADULTS: Susan Murphy, Eleanor Basedow, Eleanor Basedow
CHILDREN: Susan Murphy, Eleanor Basedow, Eleanor Basedow

NOW THAT SUMMER VACATION IS HERE